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Western students attends virtual viewing party of the
final presidential debate
Sydney Carpenter | News Editor | scarpenter18@wou.edu

On Oct. 22, 63 million
Americans tuned in to the final
presidential debate between
President Donald Trump and
former Vice President Joe Biden,
according to nielsen.com.
Western students interested in
watching the debate were invited
to a viewing party hosted on
Discord by Turning Point USA
— a bipartisan political club on
campus. During the viewing
party students could comment
on how each political candidate

addressed moderator
Kristen
Welker’s questions about Fighting
COVID-19, American Families,
Race in America, Climate Change,
National Security and Leadership.
“The candidates were much
more civil this time with a lot less
interrupting,” said junior business
major and Event Coordinator of
Turning Point USA Joe White, “at
least in the first half anyway. It did
seem to kinda fall apart towards
the end.”
For the first presidential debate,

the Commission of presidential
debates received a lot of criticism
from the American people
regarding the lack of control the
first moderator, Chris Wallace,
had over the candidates remaining
within their two-minute speaking
time and their lack of civility
towards one another. In White’s
personal opinion — which he
explains is not reflective of the
club or the members associated
with it — he felt the moderator
in the final debate did a great job

delegating each candidate’s talking
time.
“There wasn’t a whole lot of
interrupting from what I saw and
it didn’t feel like two little kids
fighting and having a teacher come
break it up,” said White. “This time
around, I felt the moderator was
sweet, and she also had a spine;
she wasn’t getting pushed around.
It felt like she knew what she was
doing but she also knew when to
reclaim her time in a way.”
Continued on back
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Monmouth Business
Association hosts halloween
themed spirit week for locals

SUBMISSIONS
THE WESTERN HOWL
encourages readers to share
their opinion through letters to
the editor and guest columns.
Submissions must be typed and
include the writer’s name. Contact
information will not be published
unless
requested.
Unsigned
submissions will not be printed
and original copies will not be
returned.
Letters to the editor may be
up to 300 words and guest columns
should not exceed 500 words.
THE
WESTERN HOWL
does not guarantee the publication
of all letters or columns. THE
WESTERN HOWL reserves the
right to edit for punctuation,
grammar, and spelling, but never
for content.
Please bring submissions to
THE WESTERN HOWL at Terry
House or email to howleditor@
wou.edu. Submissions must be
received by Monday at 5 p.m. to be
considered for print.
All opinions expressed in
columns, letters to the editor
or advertisements are the
views of the author and do
not necessarily reflect those of
THE WESTERN HOWL
or
Western Oregon University.

Indulge yourself in the “spirits” located in downtown Monmouth.

In years prior to COVID-19, local businesses in downtown
Monmouth hosted a family friendly trick or treating event for
Halloween. Due to health and safety guidelines currently in place, the
event cannot be hosted. However, the Monmouth Business Association
has come up with some week-long socially distanced alternatives so
residents and local businesses can participate in the fun and spooky
holiday.
Business decorating contest: Businesses of Monmouth are encouraged
to decorate their establishments in family friendly Halloween
decorations; all decorations needed to be up by Oct. 26. The business
will be judged by a panel of judges, and the community will vote for
People’s choice.
@thewesternhowl

Sydney Carpenter
News Editor | scarpenter18@wou.edu
Halloween costume contest: This year, residents can upload pictures of
their costumes to Instagram under the hashtag #monmouthhalloween.
The contest will run from Oct. 26 to Oct. 31. The winner with the most
likes will win some fun treats.
Scavenger hunt: On Oct. 27, the Monmouth Business Association
will post on their Facebook page a list of items for people to find
in downtown Monmouth. They can be found on Facebook @
MonmouthBusinessAssociation.
This year the association is discouraging business from handing out
candy this year, claiming in their flyer that they want people to stay safe.
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Tales of
horror
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NOSTALGIC
HALLOWEEN
MOVIES
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With Halloween being on quarantine this year, spend some time cozying up to some
ghostly films.

Many horror-themed podcasts are based on actual events, but fictional ones
can also be found.

Tune into these scary podcasts just in
time for spooky season
Rylie Horrall
Managing Editor | rhorrall17@wou.edu
Podcasts come in many different
genres, such as true crime, lifestyle or
business, to name a few. One specific
genre that becomes popular during fall
is horror storytelling — both fiction
and nonfiction. In preparation for the
spooky season, here are some horror
podcasts to tune into.
“Lore” is a podcast that runs biweekly and covers historical stories
with a dark theme. Each episode
features pieces of history that involve
tragic events, unusual circumstances
and events, strange places and even
mysterious creatures. Not only is it a
podcast, but it also has a TV show and
book series to go with it.
For those who prefer scary stories
that aren’t based on real events, “The
NoSleep Podcast” provides hundreds
of episodes of eerie tales with
accompanying atmospheric music.
The podcast’s website provides a list of
“sampler episodes” for new listeners to
check out before delving into the rest of
the episodes, and also issues a disclaimer
that the stories are not for the faint of
heart.
A first-hand account of a journalist’s

search for the truth, the podcast “The
Black Tapes” covers the mysterious
past of her subject and delves into the
“literal and figurative ghosts that haunt
them both,” according to the show
description.
“Spooked” is a seasonal podcast
presented by “Snap Judgement,”
a podcast that occurs year round.
It features real-life accounts of
supernatural events told by those who
experienced them, following the theme
of “Snap Judgement” but with a spooky
twist of ghosts and the paranormal
added to the mix.
For more true scary stories, “Radio
Rental” provides another outlet for
people to share their accounts of bizarre
and startling events from their lives.
The episode list isn’t very long, due to
the creators taking a hiatus after only 6
episodes, but is now back to updating
regularly.
Many of the podcasts listed have
their own websites for viewers to tune
into; however, there are a few apps where
people can listen to for free or with a
subscription, such as Spotify, Stitcher,
Apple Podcasts or Google Podcasts.

A list of spooky movies that are sure
to please
Cora McClain
Editor-in-Chief | howleditor@wou.edu

Stephanie Moschella
Digital Media Manager | howldigitalmedia@wou.edu
Halloween is fastly approaching, but with social distancing guidelines, it seems
as if the holiday has essentially been cancelled. Since there’s not much to do on All
Hallow’s Eve this year, a movie marathon would be a nice alternative. Here are a few
nostalgic movies to get comfy and watch on Oct. 31.

CLASSIC
“Beetlejuice” (1988) (Amazon)
“Buffy the Vampire Slayer” (1992)
(Amazon)
“Casper” (1995) (Amazon)
“Corpse Bride” (2005) (Amazon)
“E.T. the Extra-Terrestrial” (1982)
(Amazon)
“Ghostbusters” (1984) (Amazon)
“Goosebumps” (1998 ) (Netflix)
“Gremlins” (1984) (Amazon)
“Halloweentown” (1998) (Disney+)
“Halloweentown II: Kalabar’s Revenge” (2001) (Disney+)
“Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s
Stone” (2001) (Amazon)
“Hocus Pocus” (1993) (Disney+)
“House on Haunted Hill” (1999)

@thewesternhowl

(Amazon)
“Matilda” (1996) (Amazon)
“Mean Girls” (2004) (Amazon)
“Return to Halloweentown” (2006)
(Disney+)
“Scooby-Doo, Where Are You!”
(1969) (Amazon)
“Sleepy Hollow” (1999) (Amazon)
“Teen Wolf ” (1985) (Amazon)
“The Addams Family” (1991) (Netflix)
“The Craft” (1996) (Amazon)
“The Haunted Mansion” (2003)
(Disney+)
“The Night Before Christmas”
(1993) (Amazon)
“Twitches” (2005) (Disney+)
Continued on back
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PAWSOME
MATCHING COSTUMES
Perfect costume pairs for pet and owner

Allison Vanderzanden | Lifestyle Editor | avanderzanden19@wou.edu
Halloween may look a little different in 2020. There will likely be some who venture out to trick-or-treat, but others like me will
be social distancing at home. Staying in on Halloween doesn’t have to be a boring night, however, especially with the company of a
furry friend. Celebrate with a pet by dressing up in matching costumes like these.

Angel and devil

Ash Ketchum and
Pikachu from “Pokémon”

Bandits

Photo courtesy of Lee Vanderzanden

Photo by Allison Vanderzanden

Photo courtesy of Lee Vanderzanden

White dress — Goodwill, $10
Halo headband — Party City, $5
Pet devil horns — petcostumecenter.com, $3

Pikachu onesie — onesiemania.com, $12 to $15
Solid T-shirt — Walmart, $6
Blue vest —Amazon, $17
Red cap — Amazon, $8

Black bandanas — Party City, $2
Black and white striped shirt — Goodwill, $8
Black beanie — Target, $5

If searching for other costume ideas, pick a character that a pet resembles and match with them. An orange tabby could be Rajah
the tiger paired with Princess Jasmine, or a small black dog could be Toto matched with Dorothy. Dress as Rapunzel and let a pet
gecko or lizard be Pascal, or be Russell from “Up” with a pet golden retriever as Dug.

Skele-fun fall activities
Get out of the house to celebrate Halloween

Allison Vanderzanden | Lifestyle Editor | avanderzanden19@wou.edu
There are many fun activities to
do come Halloween — corn mazes,
pumpkin picking and carving, apple
picking and enjoying the decor are just
a few that anyone can get out and enjoy.
Get dressed up or bundled up and
explore these fun fall spots.
Fordyce Farm in Salem checks all the
boxes. U-pick pumpkins are available
for $0.40 per pound, and their apple
orchards are also open for picking. They
sell a variety of fall decorations as well,
like hay bales, gourds and mums. Give
their corn maze a try for an admission

fee of $4.95, or wait until dusk on Friday
or Saturday to brave their haunted “Dark
Oregon” corn maze for $13 per person.
Find Fordyce Farm at 7023 Sunnyview
Road NE in Salem.
The Melon Shack at Winn Farms in
Corvallis is another location with a great
range of activities. Through Halloween,
they sell pumpkins and squashes along
with fall decor like corn stalks and
hay bales. Their daytime corn maze is
open every day from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.,
for $5 per person. Their haunted corn
maze opens at 7:30 p.m. Friday through

Sunday; tickets cost $14 on Fridays
and Saturdays, and $10 on Sunday. The
Melon Shack is located at the corner of
NE Garden Avenue and Highway 20.
St. Helens hosts its annual Spirit of
Halloweentown celebration through
Nov. 1 if anyone is up for the two-hour
road trip from Western. Explore where
“Halloweentown” was filmed, take
advantage of the photo ops, check out
local vendors and more. Admission is
free on weekdays, but tickets are being
sold online for events and parking due to
COVID-19. Spirit of Halloweentown is

@thewesternhowl

also hosting a virtual party on Oct. 31 for
$2 per ticket. Find all this information
and more at discovercolumbiacounty.
com.
If anyone is worried about social
distancing or doesn’t have time to get out
and see these fall spots, there are other
festive activities to supplement. Drive
around nearby neighborhoods and
take in the spooky decor. Host a virtual
costume competition with friends online.
Buy pumpkins from a local grocery store
or market and carve them at home, or
simply set them on the front porch.
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FESTIVE
FRANKEN-FOODS

Spooky snacks and sweets to prepare this Halloween
Allison Vanderzanden
Lifestyle Editor | avanderzanden19@wou.edu
Halloween means it’s time for treats. Candy is great, but homemade goodies allow for more creativity. Check
out these appetizers and sweets to make for oneself, friends, roommates or family.
GRAVEYARD BROWNIES
Start to finish: 1 hour
Yields: approximately 20
1 box of brownie mix (plus additional ingredients
listed on the box)
20 Milano cookies, cut in half
2 cups crushed Oreo cookies
3 cups sugar cookie icing, green and black
20 candy pumpkins
Bake brownies as directed, and let cool completely
before slicing into squares. If using homemade icing,
color half the batch green and the other half black. Load
each into a pastry bag with a small round tip or into a
sandwich bag with a small hole cut in one corner. Frost
squiggly pumpkin vines on the top of each brownie
square with green icing. Crumble crushed Oreos on top
of the green icing.
Pipe letters onto the halved Milano cookies with black
icing to create headstones. Adhere Milano cookie to
the brownie with some black icing. Add a dab of green
icing to the bottom of the candy pumpkin and place
one on each brownie.
Recipe from adventuresofmel.com

STRAWBERRY GHOSTS
Start to finish: 20 minutes
Yields: approximately 16
2 cups strawberries
1 ½ cups white chocolate, melted
1 teaspoon coconut oil
¼ cup mini chocolate chips
1 cup chocolate chips, melted
Line a small baking sheet with parchment paper. In
a large bowl, combine melted white chocolate and
coconut oil and stir until combined.
Dip strawberries into white chocolate, then place two
mini chocolate chips on the top half of the strawberries
for eyes. Place strawberries on prepared baking sheet
and let harden in the refrigerator for about 10 minutes.
Place melted chocolate chips in a plastic sandwich bag
and pipe mouths on the strawberries. Let cool again in
the refrigerator for five minutes before serving.
Recipe from delish.com

Photo by Allison Vanderzanden
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WITCH’S FINGERS BREADSTICKS
Start to finish: 25 minutes
Yields: approximately 15
1 roll refrigerated soft breadsticks dough
Marinara or pizza sauce
Sliced almonds, or…
1 bell pepper
¼ cup cream cheese
Line a large baking sheet with parchment paper, and
preheat the oven to the temperature indicated on the
breadstick dough packaging.
Unroll the breadsticks onto a large cutting board, and
using a pizza cutter, slice each breadstick to be about
3 to 4 inches long and ½-inch to 1 inch wide. Roll the
dough around a bit to form a finger shape, and use
the pizza cutter to press a few horizontal lines in the
middle to resemble a knuckle. Transfer breadsticks to
the baking sheet.
Indent the more narrow end of the breadstick for the
fingernail bed. If using sliced almonds, press one into
the bed before baking. If using bell peppers and cream
cheese, adhere them after cooking. Bake according to
package instructions or until puffy and browning at the
top.
Let breadsticks cool completely on a wire rack. Now for
the bell peppers: slice them into narrow triangles, add a
dab of cream cheese to the tip and stick the pepper on.
Serve the finished breadsticks with some marinara or
pizza sauce.
Recipe from kitchentreaty.com
PUMPKIN DEVILED EGGS
Start to finish: 35 minutes
Yields: 24
12 large eggs
½ cup mayonnaise
Juice of ½ lemon (about 1 ½ tablespoons)
1 ½ teaspoons Dijon mustard
Kosher salt
Black pepper
2 tablespoons paprika
4 chives, cut into small pieces
Hard boil the eggs by placing them in a single layer in
a saucepan and adding enough water to cover them
with 2 inches of water. Bring to a boil, then reduce heat
and cook covered for 1 minute. Remove from heat and
let sit, still covered, for 14 minutes. Then rinse and
carefully peel shells off under cool running water. Halve
eggs lengthwise. Spoon out yolks into a small bowl and
place whites on a serving platter.
Using a fork, mash the yolks, then stir in mayonnaise,
lemon juice and Dijon, and season with salt and pepper.
Spoon mixture evenly among egg whites and smooth
the tops. Carefully dust paprika to completely cover
the yolk mixture. Using a knife, make ridges down the
paprika-dusted yolk to look like a pumpkin. Place chive
slice above yolk mixture to resemble a stem and serve.
Recipe from delish.com

Get creative with decorating these sweet or savory treats.

@thewesternhowl
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ARIES

TAURUS

Wait … what’s that behind you?

Nothing can scare you when you’re
already dead.

3/21–4/19

4/20–5/20

GEMINI

CANCER

I’ve got something that’ll scare you: 4
midterms on the SAME DAY

Kxpdq vrgd, L’p jrqqd gulqn lw olnh d
shuvrq.

5/21–6/20

6/21–7/22

Compiled by The Western Howl staff

LEO

7/23–8/22

Week five -shiver-

VIRGO

LIBRA

SCORPIO

Believe in the power of the Mothman.

BOO

The real treasure is the demons we bring
home from the journey

8/23–9/22

9/23–10/22

10/23–11/21

SAGITTARIUS CAPRICORN

AQUARIUS

PISCES

I wonder if squirrels can haunt you… I
wish I was a squirrel.

Spooky scary midterms send shivers
down your mind.

The only scary thing about halloween
that I enjoy are the zombie shaped
chocolates.

11/22–12/21

12/22–1/19

I have a message from the ghost that’s
been following me since I was 12: he
says ‘boo!’

1/20–2/18

WOUrd Search

2/19–3/20

Words compiled from the stories featured in Issue four of The Western Howl
BOO

GRAVEYARD

CORPSE

HALLOWEENTOWN

DEBATE

HAUNTED

DECORATIONS

HIDDEN

DEVIL

LORE

DEVILED

MOTHMAN

GHOST

SPOOKED

GOOSEBUMPS

WITCH

@thewesternhowl
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Western students combat these abnormal times by doing what they know best: scrolling through Instagram.

WESTERN OREGON
UNIVERSITY IS A MEME
WOUmemes is more informative than WOUnews
Stephanie Moschella
Digital Media Manager | smoschella20@wou.edu
It has been said many times before
anIt has been said many times before and
needs to be said again: WOUnews is just
a PR team that endorses the university.
They have a couple of grown a-s adults
sitting behind their computer and phone
screens telling students how to wash their
hands, when they should be informing
them about what is actually happening
on campus.
Rex Fuller leaving in a crisis,
confirmed COVID-19 cases on campus,
money being used to shut student run
organizations up, upwards to a $1,000
added hidden fee, almost getting rid of
the food pantry which feeds whole a-s

families and WOUnews has said nothing
about it. The only thing students do
not have to pay for is the anxiety and
depression that they will be too poor
to get help for once WOU is finished
draining students pockets. They siphon
young impressionable students and their
s----y income to pay for their Netflix
accounts and Amazon Prime.
WOUnews is the official Instagram
account for the university, but despite
idiotically claiming this handle, they do
not seem to post a lot of news. One glance
at their mediocre feed displays the sheer
lack of decency towards the students of
Western, as they have posted nothing

in regards to IFC, increased tuition,
or the godforsaken online course fee.
They do not respond to comments from
eloquently spoken students expressing
their concern and only reply to ones
that blindly praise the school (most of
them from parents). WOUnews forcibly
bird feeds its students with posts about
how campus looks during the fall and to
bring “your own frisbee (and) try out the
WOU disc golf course” all while ignoring
the devastated students weeping in its
corridors.
WOUmemes on the other hand,
should have love letters pouring into
their DMs as this is where students

@thewesternhowl

actually gather information about what
is happening on campus. News about
the COVID cases did not emerge until
they openly and gallantly posted about
it. They always respond to students who
comment on their posts with questions
— reaffirming and agreeing with their
beliefs as well as consoling them in
times of need — all while providing a
spark of joy in unprecedented times.
This student-run Instagram account,
which only started a few months ago, has
garnered more attraction and respect
amongst students than the university’s
legitimate account.
Continued on back
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PRESIDENTIAL
DEBATE

Continued from page 2

Although candidates were socially
distanced and audience members were
required to wear masks, in contrast
to the vice presidential debate that
utilized a plexiglass covering to protect
candidates Senator Kamala Harris and
Vice President Mike Pence, plexiglass
coverings were not used in the final
presidential debate despite Trump
testing positive for COVID weeks prior.
“You would think the more important
a person is, the more you’re going to
want to protect them,” said White. “I
was surprised to not see plexiglass
between them. I guess I didn’t really see
a point unless they are facing each other.
If they’re facing each other, I would

HALLOWEEN
MOVIES

understand it being there, but if they’re
not then I would understand it not being
there.”
In Oregon, it’s estimated by AP
Election Research and Quality Control
that the percentage of votes cast in
advance compared to the General
Election in 2018 is up 47.8%. It’s been
estimated by Michael McDonald of the
University of Florida’s Elections Project
that around 52 million Americans have
voted early as of Oct. 27.
White hopes that after the election
people respect who is voted in as
president and respect the outcome of the
election, whether it’s President Trump or
former Vice President Biden.

Photo by Stephanie Moschella

Continued from page 3

HORROR
“A Nightmare on Elm Street” (1984)
(Amazon)
“Annabelle” (2014) (Amazon)
“Blair Witch Project” (1999) (Amazon)
“Carrie” (1976) (Amazon)
“Child’s Play” (1988) (Amazon)
“Children of the Corn” (1984)
(Hulu)
“Halloween” (1978) (Amazon)
“It” (2017) (Amazon)
“Monster House” (2006) (Amazon)
“Paranormal Activity” (2007) (Amazon)

“Pet Sematary” (1989) (Amazon)
“The Amityville Horror” (1979)
(Amazon)
“The Conjuring” (2013) (Amazon)
“The Conjuring 2” (2016) (Amazon)
“The Exorcist” (1973) (Amazon)
“The Nun” (2018) (Amazon)
“The Shining” (1980) (Amazon)
“The Sixth Sense” (1999) (Amazon)
“The Ring” (2002) (Amazon)
“Scream” (1996) (Amazon)
HONORABLE MENTION
“The Haunting of Hill House” (2018)
(Netflix)

WOU MEMES
Continued from page 7

Of course, The Western Howl has its
own personal beef with WOUnews, as
prior articles by Stephanie Blair stirred
up controversy regarding the topic. But I
am not talking about previous arguments

or petty rivalry the school created to
have its way, what I am saying is that this
is not the first time this has happened.
There has been a first, second and third,
yet the school chooses to not do anything

DVD copies of the movies listed are a way of watching without a streaming service.

about it, to sit complacent and watch the
students tick away the days left before
they get to leave. A factory of students
that is essential to it continuing; yet they
act like we are all disposable, expendable,
unnecessary.
WOUnews is not providing adequate
information to their students. Students
desperately need it during these uncertain
times because they are already anxious
about their livelihood due to COVID.
WOUmemes is the one supplying more

@thewesternhowl

actual information that students care
about whilst maintaining a humorous
ease amongst students in comparison
to the inadequacy of WOUnews. Right
now, anxiety and depression in students
are at an all-time high and WOUnews is
not fulfilling its purpose at satiating the
nerves of young students who have never
encountered a worldwide pandemic.
Anyways, go follow @wou_memes on
Instagram.
Cover photo by Kiara Wehrenberg

